It is desirable to increase the frequency between livestock welfare assessments to enhance problem identification and consumer confidence in livestock welfare management. However, animal welfare is difficult to monitor in practice, due to the inefficiencies involved in manually documenting and determining, animal behaviour, social interaction and health condition of large numbers of animals. Furthermore, the effectiveness of a welfare assessment relies on the intuition of the observer which may vary considerably between assessors. Hence, this review investigates the application of machine vision systems to recognise and monitor the behaviour of animals in a quantitative manner. Behaviour-recognition concepts, techniques, and current behaviour monitoring systems are reviewed. Findings indicate that further research is required to develop systems that can monitor the behaviour and welfare of animals' more efficiently and effectively in commercially realistic environments.
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Introduction: Livestock Behaviour and Vision Systems
Measuring and assessing the behaviour of livestock is important as it can be used to indicate their welfare status (Dutta et al., 2015; Porto et al., 2014) . Behaviour is formed from an animal's continuous interaction with its environment (Figure 1 ). Animal behaviour is a response to an internal stimuli (physiological) such as hunger or an external stimuli such as climate. If the goal of the behaviour is not, or cannot, be achieved the animal may change its behaviour or physiological response (Busse et al., 2015) . The observation processes currently used to measure livestock behaviour are subjective, as farm workers perform the welfare assessment. The worker's involvement in these tasks are necessary and therefore increase the demand on the labour and costs associated with monitoring animal behaviour. These factors have potential to influence the level of attention each animal receives (Oczak et al., 2013; Pereira et al., 2013) . Thus, behavioural measurements are open for interpretation and have potential to be overlooked.
Given the problems mentioned above, this review investigates the application of machine vision systems to recognise and monitor the behaviour of animals in a quantitative manner. Specifically in this article, behaviour-recognition concepts, techniques, and current behaviour monitoring systems are reviewed.
Applying machine vision systems to the behaviour recognition task
To overcome these issues, tools that can objectively assess the behaviour and welfare status of livestock species accurately, repeatedly and continuously are required. Ideally an autonomous system is required that: (i) Can recognise the onset of welfare related problems (mimics the intelligence of a trained welfare inspector) and (ii) Has the ability to monitor and recognise these behaviours continuously A machine vision system is a suitable device for undertaking this task as it can continuously operate without operator involvement and has the potential to quantitatively assess animal behaviour under a predetermined process that will not change greatly (Noldus et al., 2001) . For these reasons, vision systems have replaced human inspectors in many inspection-tasks in food-related industries (Brosnan and Sun, 2004) . In recent times, research surrounding developing tools for the automatic identification of animal behaviour has gained interest.
Researchers have identified similarities between behaviour recognition and the principles that are used to recognise speech. Conceptually, these principles are useful to help describe how behaviour can be quantitatively assessed using a machine vision system. Bregler (1997) introduces the concept that in the study of behaviour a "movemes" could be treated as being similar in function to a "phoneme" (a sound) and a gesture (composed of a sequential combination of movemes) could be comparable to a word (a sequential combination of sounds). This concept can be extended to include the sequence of several words (a sentence) which is analogous with visually defined activities and behaviours. For example identifying the activity of someone 'throwing darts' would involve the identification of the dart board, the motion and the orientation of the thrower's hand, arm, body and the dart in the direction of the board. In this example the path of behaviour can be followed if the components (dart, hand) can be tracked and recorded and broken down into smaller components with adequate levels of detail. The reaction with the environment can be observed as the position that the dart lands on the board. This constitutes the end result of the sentence or interpretation of the goal-driven behaviour. The reaction can be labelled as the result ('throwing a bulls eye'). Furthermore, by analysing the tracked observations and results of many 'reactions', one may be able to begin to forecast the reaction in a similar manner to how people often finish one another's sentences. The thrower may have only just released the dart but it may still be possible to predict what result is likely to occur based on various observed features, such as the dart's trajectory and speed at the time it is released from the hand, in relation to past observations. As the above example demonstrates, behaviour recognition systems are required to automatically collect and recognise behaviour-related features which describe the target-object(s) at each time step. These features need to be modelled in sequence and within the constraints that characterise the behaviour.
The purpose of this review is to demonstrate if and how machine vision systems may be used to:
Objectively and automatically determine animal behaviour in commercial environments (especially those surrounding the pose of the animal) and to
(ii)
Identify any undesirable behaviour A vision system is made up of hardware (camera, computer) and software components (intelligence). These components are programmed to communicate with one-another similar to that of the communication between the eyes and brain. In a recognition process, the eyes provide information to the brain which then interprets the information to provide the basis for, or to contribute to a decision.
Technical aspects: The Recognition Process
A vision system's behaviour recognition procedure can be broken into four main stages: (i) initialisation, (ii) tracking, (iii) pose estimation and (iv) recognition (Moeslund and Granum, 2001 ) (see Figure 2 ).
Initialisation is a configuration-stage where the foundation for further processing is achieved. Reference to the information gained in the initialisation stage makes it easier for the system to interpret the scene in subsequent processes. This stage can be broken up into software, hardware and data calibration components, all of which assist in obtaining an appropriate representation of the information within the image scene. The Tracking stage involves segmentation, where features of objects within the image are identified and separated from the remainder of the image for further analysis. Tracking techniques create associations between successive image frames using these object features. Pose Estimation is a stage that aims to identify the state of the target-object within an image scene. The pose of a target-object can be identified from its features. Recognition is the correct labelling and identification of a pose or a sequence of poses as a given action or gesture. 
Initialisation
Initialisation can involve tasks carried out before (offline), or after (online) the vision system is commissioned. In essence, each task of the initialisation stage will involve some form of calibration. Hardware, such as the room lighting and camera settings (exposure, focus and contrast) may need to be calibrated to optimise the integrity of the image for further processing. These calibration tasks are usually carried-out offline however, some instruments enable online adjustment of these features. For example, cameras with built-in automatic focus can automatically adjust the focal length between the lens and the imaging sensor to obtain a clear image, and cameras with built-in automatic exposure can control the level of light incident onto the imaging sensor to maintain a suitable dynamic range of light intensity within the resultant image. Like hardware, software must also be initialised. Software initialisation requires the calibration and optimisation of variables within the software to enable the tracking and recognition processes to function correctly.
Data describing the target-object also needs to be collected and calibrated. This can be performed either offline where a detailed model of the target-object is pre-defined. Known as a model based on a priori knowledge. Or alternatively online where there is no a priori information available (model-free) and the model for the target-object is learnt and built over time from tracking, clustering and classifying the object features in successive images. These models are either continuously referred to in a matching process by the software component (direct model), or are used to identify a pose for adaptive learning (indirect model). Data such as image distortion coefficients and other model-related referencing variables may also be included in the offline data (Lind et al., 2005) .
As the initialisation stage encompasses the main structure of the system, the way in which these components are configured and interfaced with one another has a large influence in the overall performance of the system. In addition, the selection of the descriptive features associated with the object also plays a vital role.
Features and cues selection
Features are classes' of information that can be extracted from images which have special meaning. Features associated with images acquired in the visible spectrum are considered here, however other features, such as temperature, can be identified from image sensors sensitive to other bands in the electromagnetic spectrum (see Figure 3) . Features can be classed into temporal, spatial, valued, or textural types. Velocity and acceleration are examples of temporal features which can be found between images when motion occurs. Spatial features are point(s), edge(s) or shapes of various size and dimensions associated with a target-objects shapeappearance. Value features are image-specific values such as colour information acquired from an image colour space which may represent the scene or the target-objects visual appearance. Textural features are a group or range of features such as colours, intensities, edges, points and shapes which can be combined into a textural feature or template. A feature can also derive its own distribution over time. The feature extraction processes need to be practical in respect to the application's demand on computational cost and efficiency. These processes must also describe the target-object such that The concept of features should also include external factors, as an animal's behaviour is likely to be the result of an environmental stimulus or goal-driven need. For example, a nocturnal animal will exhibit different behaviour depending on whether its environment is 'light' or 'dark'. Thus, illumination may be an important external-variable required to define an observed behaviour in this example. Other external variables, such as temperature, air quality, and the location of feed and drinking stations may also be considered features which explain the current conditions that may influence certain behaviours. After the feature-set is selected, certain techniques must be applied to identify, segment and track features effectively in and across each image frame.
Tracking
The tracking process involves the combination of two main processes, (i) segmentation and (ii) temporal correspondence.
Segmentation involves the process of extracting target feature(s) from images. Thus after segmentation, a feature-set describing the object and any other conditions will be obtained from the image. Often, an additional enhancement process is also implemented before segmentation to modify the image's pixels to support the feature extraction processes. Temporal correspondence refers to the process of associating (linking) one or more features in an image-frame to adjacent frames by continuously collecting and comparing against previously collected feature information. The correspondence can also be described as spatial-temporal indicating that there are space and time dimensions factored into the tracking process. This process can dramatically improve the chance and speed in relocating any features of interest in subsequent frames, and therefore can increase the overall efficiency of the segmentation process. Tracking processes are favourable in animal studies as the animal needs to be continuously tracked to understand its behaviour. Hence, the tracking function would be an important component of a system designed to detect animal welfare status on-farm.
In the segmentation and temporal correspondence processes, four classes of techniques are used to recover a set of features from an image. In general, these are (i) scene-based, (ii) motion-based, (iii) shape-based and (iv) appearance-based techniques.
Scene-based techniques aim to describe the background scene such that any object entering it can be easily segmented when the background scene is removed. Scene based techniques include subtraction methods and Mixtures of Gaussians (MoG). Motion-based techniques use temporal correspondence between frames to determine the movements of objects within scenes. The velocity and acceleration (optical flow) of the pixels representing the movement target-object between images can be found. This movement can be characteristic of some form of behaviour. For example, two people boxing will exhibit fast movements when attacking and slow movements during defensive moves or when planning attack. Such fighting motions have been studied in rodents through manual observation (Pellis and Pellis, 1987) . Shape-based techniques strive to recover unique dimensional attributes of the target-object from edges and points located within the image. Appearance-based techniques utilise the intensity properties of the image such as, colour, saturation or hue to form a basis to segment objects from the image (Moeslund et al. (2006) . These four classes of techniques can be used in any sequence. For example, a scene based technique may be used to segment an object, then a shape and appearance based technique can be used to describe it. Alternatively, an appearance based technique could be used to find certain colours in an image, followed by a shape based technique to describe the boundaries of the colour region(s). These four classes can also be used in combination to form textures. For example, 'blob analysis' is an appearanceshape texture method, as a combination of image values and their co-ordinates are used to provide grounds for segmentation (Wren et al., 1997b) .
Pose estimation and behaviour recognition
After feature-set is extracted, the intelligence of the system needs to be configured so that pose and behaviour can be recognised. The pose estimation stage determines the correspondence between a pose and feature information such as its orientation, position, appearance and current movement. The word pose should not be associated with only shape and size. For example, a bird may have unique colouring on the underside of its wing that is hidden when it is stationary, hence colour may be used as a cue indicate its posture. The recognition phase is the correct identification and labelling of a sequential combination of poses using a cross-reference to previously obtained data. Similar processes can be used when recognising behaviour from a sequence of poses and when estimating a pose from a given featureset.
Recording biomechanical data
In most cases, biomechanical information surrounding the target-object needs to be collected to model its relevant features. This a priori data can be collected in one of the three following ways: (i) actively by attaching sensors to the subject, (ii) passively by observing the subject using a sensor device such as a video camera, or (iii) using markers, which involves a combination of active and passive techniques. Active techniques are techniques that attach sensors physically to the subject's body, such as accelerometers which could be used to determine the kinematics of the subject's model. Alternatively, a marker can be placed on the subject and a vision system can be used to track and record the motion and position of the motion of the markers relative to the motion of the subject's body. However, having to place a marker or sensor on the subject is not always practical, so passive systems may be considered. Passive techniques build their own feature references, such as body motion constraints and dimensions, using a vision system without physically interfering with the subject (a look and learn approach) (Kakadiaris and Metaxas, 1998; Kakadiaris and Metaxas, 1996) . A list of motion capture providers can be found in Alberto (2011).
Methods for handing model-data
One of three different data storage and retrieval methods can be programmed to derive a feature-set of a target-object, or to access a previously stored feature-set for validation purposes. These three methods which structure the data-flow are model-free, direct and indirect methods. Here the word model refers to the distributions (clusters or groups) that represent dissimilar feature-sets. Systems that do not use prior knowledge are model-free at initialisation, and build their recognition database (groupings or clusters of feature information) online while the system is running. The application of such systems in artificial surveillance is promising as systems that operate model-free can effectively learn and categorise object-behaviour systematically. Hence, they are commonly called machine-learning systems. However, the limitation for a model-free system is that it lacks intuition, and for a particular pose or behaviour external intelligence is required to correctly label or interpret the discovered data clusters (see Figure 4) . Alternatively, to minimise the solution search-space, a direct data-retrieval method can be adopted which uses previously stored knowledge such as the kinematic and dimensional characteristics of the target-object. The feature-set of the target-object is collected, modelled and labelled before initialisation so that specific information can be retrieved for goodness of fit between a new observation and the existing labelled observations. However, the main limitation of a method that directly cross-references to a fixed database is that it cannot adapt. A system adopting this method is only as good as the predefined model that represents the target-object's constraints. For example, if an animal sustains an injury which affects its gait, its motion and shape will be distorted. If the predefined distributions within the model are not flexible enough to correctly respond to problems like this, identifying the behaviour of the animal (in this case, walking) may become unrecognisable. For this reason an indirect method can be used which is a combination of both model-free and direct methods. An indirect method self-learns in a similar manner to the model-free method only with constraints which restrict the level of adaptation of the model. The updates to the model only occur when the observed feature is highly correlated to a cluster representing a built-in feature. New clusters can form when there is significant evidence to support the proposal that a new cluster exists. Therefore, this method can be used to help confirm the integrity of the initial a priori model distribution(s) and labelling over time. However, if not done correctly the indirect model can update and compound the reference data (and thus models) with errors if false positives are frequently introduced into the clusters that define the model. The balance between whether the system updates its model (or not) is known as the plasticity of the system. This balance is based on how well the observed feature-set relates to the existing model. The control and flexibility in the indirect data storage and retrieval method make it well suited for recognition type vision systems that observe deformable bodies which vary considerably.
Once sufficient information of the target-object has been acquired, the underlying definition of the recorded behaviour or poses must be translated into a computer readable model. This model is categorised using three techniques known as (i) clustering, (ii) classification and (iii) training.
A recursive training process containing classification and clustering stages is illustrated in Figure  5Hiba ! A hivatkozási forrás nem található.. Condition 1 refers to a classification stage. At this point the system cross-references between the incident feature-set and the stored model. A calculation is made that determines whether or not the feature-set belongs to one of the clusters (distributions) which define the model. If the feature-set does belong to one of the predefined clusters then the distribution's meaning or label is used for the output. If the feature-set does not belong, or the model is configured to adapt, then Condition 2 (a clustering routine) is executed that handles the adaptation of the model's existing clusters and any new clusters of information. In this clustering stage, if the incident feature-set is not a significantly related to any of the models existing clusters it has potential to become to a new cluster. If the number of feature-sets recorded and associated with a new cluster increase beyond a threshold level, then the new cluster can be integrated into the model and can appear in subsequent classification stages to provide additional grounds for discrimination. If the model is adaptive, any feature-set that is successfully classified is introduced into the model, allowing the model to modify itself indirectly. This recursive process of categorising information is called as training. Support vector machines (SVM) are regarded as good classifiers that are able to discriminate effectively between clusters of information (Burges, 1998) . The aim of the clustering and classification stage is to provide an information-structure which the computer can then associate incident features with and determine their validity. So the comparison can be made effectively and efficiently the feature-set may also be scaled or compressed.
The two types of scale relevant to identifying behaviour are spatial and temporal scale. Objects can vary in size and shape (spatial) and the size and shape of objects can vary over a random period of time (temporal). For example, it may take a child less than a second to sit down but it may take and elderly person half a minute. How can a system intuitively interpret this as the same action? In a spatial example, a person walking away from a camera will continuously have a decreasing amount of pixels associated to his or her body. How can a system interpret this as the same object across all frames?
In both cases a method is required to facilitate these changes of scale across image sequences. A system in its most basic form which neglects temporal scale can be considered static, as correlations between new observations and prior data references are only made within the scene at the current time step. In this case matching tasks can only identify the final pose, like an observation in a photograph. This process is often called template matching, where segmentation, pose estimation and behaviour recognition are performed almost simultaneously. However, using such a system limits the ability to forecast behaviour, as the prior sequence of actions leading up to the final interpretation and physiological reasoning behind the behaviour is not known. Several methods are used overcome the problems associated with temporal scale across images. In general, these methods are based on or similar to Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN). A DBN is a data structure that supports different states. The states within the DBN are defined by training a collection of feature-sets corresponding to a sequence of behaviour. Thus, an incident feature-set which describes a part of a behaviour will have a strong association to a state stored within in the DBN, if the behaviour's states have been predefined before initialisation, or during adaptation. During recognition, a feature-set does not have to be an exact match to a state, but just the closest match, based on conditional probability, above a specified threshold. A DBN can be thought of conceptually as a path which defines the behaviour. The feature-set is used to determine the location (the state) of the subject on the behaviour path. Once the position on the path is found, the system can transition between adjacent states based on the fit between the feature-set and the DBN. Monitoring the timing and frequency of transition patterns between states can be used to track, recognise and forecast a given behaviour. Spatial scale can be handled using rotation and scale invariant techniques such as 'Scale Invariant Feature Transform' (SIFT) and 'Speed-up Robust Features' (SURF) (Lowe, 2004; Lowe, 1999; Bay et al., 2006) . 
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE VISION SYSTEMS THAT DETERMINE BEHAVIOUR
Vision systems have been developed and are commercially available for recording and monitoring the behaviour of both humans and animals. These systems can be classified into two types based on their ability to, (i) record biomechanical information for modelling behaviour (such as a motion capture system) and to (ii) recognise and quantify behaviours automatically from video (behaviour recognition systems).
Biomechanical recording systems
Several companies provide vision-based motion-capture services to record and reconstruct the geometry and motion of bodies, virtually. Such systems do not recognise or identify behaviour, but can be used to record the constraints and features for a given sequence of animal movement (body measurements, angles, motion timing) to define its model.
Vicon Systems has a range of systems for life sciences animation and engineering that have the ability to record and reconstruct models of human and animal movement (Vicon, 2010) . Their systems can record behaviours in 2D, and in 3D both actively using markers and passively without. The passive system enables the user to define landmarks on the surface of the subjects body to target specific body movements. Tolerances of 0.01 mm can be achieved for the reconstructed body surface mesh. A model can be captured in 3D using a system composed of up to 10 cameras. The system is capable of presenting real-time 3D information such as joint angles. The company also provides systems designed for the capture of animals biometric information (Vicon, 2010) . All kinematic data is transferable to third party software packages such as Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Natick MA, USA) and LabVIEW (National Instruments Corporation, Austin TX, USA) for further analysis in the form of a C3D file. Vicon systems have been used in numerous research projects on animals to record parts of their biomechanical function (Liu et al., 2007; Herring et al., 1993) .
Behaviour recognition systems
Behaviour recognition systems can be classified into either laboratory or field-type implementations. Laboratory type implementations allow for the additional expenditure on control (building, enclosure or environmental alterations) that may not be feasible to operate in commercially realistic environments. Field-type implementations are flexible and can be integrated into existing commercial environments (which are variable) with little or no control required. Furthermore, the type of behaviour assessed by the system can be categorised into either tracking or pose related behaviour, where tracking relates to the co-ordinate position of the animal relative to its surroundings and pose relates to is actual physical actions.
In general, the commercially available systems found during the review had the objective to record the spatial movement of a laboratory animal performing a set task. Observational tests carried out using vision systems included tracking the rodent through various maze types to analyse the animal's behaviour when subject to certain environmental conditions. Other vision systems recorded fear conditioning experiments, light-dark-testing, tail suspensions, swim tests and novel object recognition. Recorded variables included, time resting, time moving, entry to a zone, time in a zone, locomotive speed, distance travelled, contact between different coloured animals and condition-place-preference. The systems generally export data output into Microsoft Office Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, United States) and facilitate a visual output of the tracking plot. In most tracking systems presented here, the animals were identified and tracked by their geometric centre after segmentation. A description of the main features of some commercially available systems follows.
The Video Mot2 (TSE Systems GmbH, Bad Homburg, Germany) system can track and record the position of an animal over time in a controlled environment. The system can support up to 6 cameras per computer. Each camera image can be divided by the operator into an unlimited number of image sections (arenas) which are the boundaries for an experiment involving either one or two animals. The system can also be configured for day and night recording. The animal in the experiment can trigger the collection of data based on predefined positions or zones within the image arena defined by the user. For example, the animals can start or pause the experiment by moving between different locations inside the image (TSE-Systems, 2010).
Actimetrics (2010) has four vision systems Freeze Frame, Water Maze, Limelight and Big Brother
(ActiMetrics, Wilmette IL, USA) which are all marketed at different testing environments. Freeze Frame is a fear conditioning software which is used to determine the animal's motion when it is subject to a fear provoking stimulant such as loud noise or uncomfortable environment. This motion recognition system can detect the movement of limbs (grooming, sniffing turning and rearing) when an animal (mouse or rat) is stationary, however, it has no ability to recognise, label or record these movements. Water Maze has a project planning component where the user can enter an experimental design before running an experiment. The system then notifies the user which animals should be introduced into to the experiment, and the timing of their introduction. The animal's movement can be used to trigger different recording properties of the experiment in a similar way to the TSE system mentioned above. An algorithm compensates for lighting changes and shadows within the image. The Limelight system can track up to four arenas at once using one camera. Complex behaviours are manually labelled or scored (offline or online) by an operator. A novel feature of the Limelight system is the ability to monitor body length which indicates different stretch-attend behaviours caused by changes in the body length of the test animal. For example from the camera's top view, the body length will be shorter when the animal is in a rearing position (sitting). Over the course of the experiment, the body lengths are divided into short, medium or long body lengths manually. These three data clusters are then used to cross examine the spatial locations in which the animals are situated at the time the change in body length occurs, and to identify any relevant patterns. The Big Brother system is a system which is capable of tracking a large number of laboratory animals from above in open field type tests (in the laboratory). Each camera's image can be divided into 50 sections to define the boundaries of 50 arenas containing a rodent to be tracked. Thus, four cameras can be used to track the movement of up to 200 animals (Actimetrics, 2010) .
Med Associates Inc (2010) also has a range of systems for monitoring lab animals. A fear conditioning and tracking system which utilises video recorded of the near infrared spectrum, an open field video tracking system with test enclosure, and a water maze and video tracking software designed to determine the path co-ordinates undertaken by the animal and other motion variables that occur during a Water Maze test.
Qubit Systems Inc (2010) has two video systems. The QUATTRO (Qubit Systems Inc., Kingston ON, Canada) system can track animals in three dimensions using two cameras (top and side view). The system determines and tracks the animal's geometric centre. A mask (image-based filter) is applied to remove false positives improving identification. Another one of Qubit's products called Video Tracking Software, can track an animal in a range of the different observation type tests previously listed. Qubit Systems, Inc also offers a system called DanioTrack, which can determine the tracking information of multiple danio (zebra fish) in one arena from pre-recorded video (Qubit Systems Inc, 2010) . Biobserve (2010) has four vision systems. The Trackit2D (BIOBSERVE GmbH, Augustin, Germany) system uses a pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera to automatically follow the object and keep it within the boundaries of the image. Trackit 3D uses the top and side view of the animal's arena to obtain the x, y and z co-ordinates of the test subject. The system can be used to track fish species in a tank. The Viewer system tracks the centroid, nose and the tail of mice and rats. Additional movement can be identified using these three points such as the animal moving its head from side to side (head wagging), stretching and freezing (when the animal stops abruptly). The Forced Swim Test or FST system is designed to observe the reaction of an animal from the side view when it is placed in water. The system automatically determines whether the animal is struggling, swimming or floating by measuring its position between predefined zones on the surface of the water (Biobserve, 2010) . Noldus (2010) has a wide range of products targeting animal and human behaviour. The Observer XT (Noldus Information Technology BV, Wageningen, Netherlands) software can be used to organise a behavioural assessment during an experiment or observation trial. The user pre-configures and defines the behavioural actions to be witnessed and recorded during a given experiment. The user then manually documents the behaviour as it takes place from either streaming video or pre-recorded video files. The software organises the data so that results of certain behaviours can be easily accessed by querying the acquired data. EthoVision® XT is a vision system which can track the nose point, centroid and tail base of a laboratory animal. From these three points the body elongation can also be found. Catwalk XT is a novel system to analyse the gait of mice (Deumens et al., 2007) . The mice walk over a LED illuminated glass plate which reflects the light of all points within the glass plate except for where the animal is in direct contact. The feet of the animal can be observed and are automatically classified by the system. The tail or other parts of the animal's body which are not required in the analysis can to be removed manually by the operator (Noldus, 2010 ).
IBM's smart surveillance solution (S3) is a commercially available surveillance software package for tracking humans. The system simultaneously monitors different levels of surveillance. For example, the system can be used to track a car, its number plate, and its occupants in the parking space surrounding a building. Lower level cameras monitor the entry and exit points of the building and provide a means of facial and appearance recognition. Using this surveillance framework the movements of the car's occupants can be tracked in a time line from when their vehicle arrives to when it leaves. The system is structured to be able to accept queries to classify events. For example, someone or a vehicle remaining in the camera view for an extended period of time could be considered loitering or abandoned so a query can be set to sift through all events bounded by this criterion. Other search criteria consider the targetobject type, size, image-region, and appearance (Chiao-Fe et al., 2005) .
RESEARCH BASED VISION SYSTEMS THAT DETERMINE BEHAVIOUR
There are many applications of vision systems in agriculture and other industries which essentially fit within three broad research categories of surveillance applications, control applications and analysis applications (Moeslund et al., 2006) . The following section presents various research projects that adopt machine vision systems to determine animal behaviour.
A number of vision systems that target animal production have been developed in research organisations. In most applications, the aim is to reduce the level of animal handling and improve efficiency, safety and welfare compared to traditional methods. Some examples are systems which survey the linear or angular dimensions of livestock such as cattle and pigs for sorting or weight estimation (Banhazi et al., 2009b; Brandl and Jorgensen, 1996; Schofield et al., 1999; Schofield et al., 2002) . A vision-based control application was demonstrated by Wouters et al. (1990) who applied imaging techniques to housed piglets. The application determined the thermal comfort-levels of the piglets from characteristics of their spatial behaviour (as observed in images) to determine appropriate parameters to regulate the thermal conditions within their enclosure. More recently a similar control system was created based on the resting behaviour of the pigs as determined by a vision system (Xin, 1999; Shao and Xin, 2008; Xin and Shao, 2002) . Other researchers have created and simulated models of pigs' behaviour based on the spatio-temporal data obtained from live pigs in an effort to determine the behaviour of pigs in relation to their housing requirements (Stricklin et al., 1998; Gonyou et al., 1997) .
A study conducted by Sumpter et al. (1997) aimed to herd a group of ducks using a 'robotic sheep dog'. A vision system was required to determine the coordinate location of the robot and the ducks to control the path of the robot. A behavioural simulation model was built based on parameters acquired from observing the behaviour of the ducks. Vaughan et al. (2000, p117) later reports the success of the 'robotic sheep dog' project in both the simulation and real-world applications, concluding that their "methodology is appropriate for future animal-interactive robotics experiments" and that uncomplicated mathematical models could be used to model basic flock behaviour.
Vision systems can also function as a tool to analyse the biomechanical movements of humans and animals in research and clinical applications. An example is gait analysis, which often includes muscle movement and force generation (Bharatkumar et al., 1994; Chen and Lee, 1992; Rohr and Systeme, 1997; Little and Boyd, 1998; Aydin et al., 2010; Favreau et al., 2006) . Gait analysis has been used in the development of sports simulation models to improve the athletic performance of both humans and animals. The locomotor activity of the animal has also been determined though the observation of body parts other than directly from the animals legs. Burghardt and Calic (2006) devised an image processing technique to determine in the loco-motor behaviour of wild lions based on head posture and facial recognition.
A large number of analysis methods also focus on animal tracking. In the poultry industry, a vision system was used to detect and track broiler chickens and identify the birds interacting with the drinker and feeder (Sergeant et al., 1998) . Kato et al. (1996) used a vision system in an aquatic environment to track and record the position and velocity of fish in a tank and successfully identified the left and right turning behaviour of the fish. In a similar manner, Cangar et al. (2008) determined the spatial movement of a cow in a barn using a vision system. Measures of walking trajectory, distance walked, orientation of the main axis, body width/length ratio, hip length and back area were recorded. Eating, drinking, standing and lying behaviours were derived from the continuous monitoring of these variables in relation to its enclosure.
EthoVision, a generic behavioural assessment software, has been described in the literature (Noldus et al., 2002) . The software has been used to study insects in various applications such as the time taken for cockroaches to reach the odour bait and the behavioural interaction between other insects including wasps, aphids, ticks, beetles, flies, and spiders (Noldus et al., 2001) . Šustr et al. (2001) used the EthoVision system and their own software to create a hybrid system to enable them to study the interactions of pigs during pre and post weaning. The study focused on behaviours related to contact such as fighting. Markings were made on the pigs and identified by the system to track the pig's movements. Like Šustr, Lind et al. (2005) developed a basic vision system to overcome some of the limitations of the EthoVision software in tracking the movements of pigs. Their study involved the administration of apomorphine to minipigs to observe and record the locomotor behaviour of the subject. Perner (2001) used a side viewing angle to successfully track the movement of pigs based on motion parameters and time.
Vision systems have also been developed to determine when an animal's welfare is compromised based on certain behavioural characteristics. Duarte et al. (2009) identified the activity of flat fish 'taking off' and 'surface swimming' as a preliminary measure of their welfare. Branson and Belongie (2005) also developed a vision system to give an indication of the animal welfare by monitoring the behaviours of multiple mice from a side view. Complex behaviours such as grooming frequency and basic postures such as stretch, sit and walk were identified. Systems have also been designed to monitor herds to detect their behaviour during milking (Kaihilahti et al., 2007) .
Identification of multiple animals within the field of view presents additional challenges as multiple regions within the image containing individual animals need to be identified and analysed. Tweed and Calway (2002) demonstrated the ability to identify and track multiple birds during flight using image processing techniques. Kalafatic et al. (2001) tracked multiple mice in a laboratory using a contour tracking technique that was based on the animals' movements.
A large number of vision systems are targeted at specific human-behaviour applications. One such example is given by How-Lung et al. (2006) who developed a system which can monitor people in an aquatic environment. The application acts as a virtual life guard for a swimming pool. As their system was aimed at preventing drowning, they monitored the surface of the pool for people acting in distress. Wren et al. (1997a) created a system called 'Pfinder' (People finder) an improved version of the ALIVE system (Maes et al., 1997) which can identify the head, hands and body of a person in real time using a camera with a fixed view. It is suggested that the system could potentially be used to track vehicles and animals.
Several large-scale multilevel surveillance research projects are also being undertaken in an effort to enhance the safety of the general public. The HERMES system (Human Expressive graphic Representation of Motion and their Evaluation in Sequences) is a blanket system designed to track people using pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras. The system has three levels of recognition. Level one identifies the agent which can be done from a long distance. The system then automatically instructs the camera to zoom in on the agent to perform another level of analysis. At the next stage the agent is classified based on its posture or movement. For example, the system determines whether agent is a car, human, cat or dog. If more detailed information can be acquired from the agent such as a human face, a third level is used to identify the face and/or facial expression if need be. The system is structured to learn and has the ability to recognise the movement patterns and shape for certain silhouette postures (HERMES, 2009) . The W 4 system has similar objectives to the HERMES project (Haritaoglu et al., 2000) .
FUTURE RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES
A system which can identify complex behaviours in and between animals, such as fighting, is not currently commercially-available. Given the techniques used, the performance of the commercial systems reviewed would be questionable if applied outside the laboratory environment. Therefore, a vision system would need to be designed to monitor both simple tracking and complex behaviours in a commercial farm environment. For example, a significant amount of information can be gained by simply determining the pose of an animal. For instance, if a sow can be automatically and reliably identified in a standing posture the result can lead into two useful surveillance applications. When the sow is not standing it must be lying down or sitting, therefore by detecting when the sow is not standing one can assume that is beginning to lie down. This transition can be used to activate a control system to prevent her crushing her piglets (Weary et al., 1996) . Using the same identification scheme, one can log the time taken in a standing pose in addition to the general activity of the sow or gilt which can be used for oestrus detection during their interaction with boars (Cornou, 2006; Ostersen et al., 2010) . It may also be possible to detect when a sow is on heat from the distinct lack of motion (freezing), pricking of its ears and the arching of its back, which shortens the perceived length of the animal. This form of automated oestrus-detection system could result in up to 30% labour-cost savings by both minimising the manual labour required to facilitate the interaction between the sow and boar(s) and the nonproductive days (Freson et al., 1998) .
The potential to identify welfare-compromised animals through other motion characteristics or spatial characteristics can also be explored. Systems that identify dead animals or animals with poor mobility can be developed by tracking the movement of the animals around the pen . Animals with poor mobility or dead animals can also be found by averaging the image over time and observing the animals which have greatest presence in the background image. The mobility or condition of the animal may be achieved by a gait analysis as performed by a vision system (von Wachenfelt et al., 2010; Favreau et al., 2006; Aydin et al., 2010) .
Tracking the animal around its enclosure can also lead to the discovery of other important behaviours such as the time taken at the feeder or drinker and help to optimise the animal's requirements, such as the number of feed stations or space requirements. The behavioural activity around certain parts of the enclosure has the potential to assist with disease prevention. For example, an outbreak of diarrhoea can be traced back to excessive water consumption of individual animals (Pedersen and Madsen, 2001) . A system that identifies sufficient space requirements based on the posture or activity of the animals is also a possible application area (Ekkel et al., 2003) .
Stressors or threats can be recognised from animals' freezing and abrupt lack of motion in the image. Tail biting in groups of pigs or wounds from animals fighting can be identified in images based on blood colour information. Single tail biting events are suggested to be strong indicators of a larger outbreak approaching and therefore, if identified early enough may provide sufficient information to implement management strategies to control the problem (Statham et al., 2009) . Fighting behaviour may also be detected from various motion characteristics (Pellis, 1988) .
Thermal infrared (IR) cameras give an indication of the thermal comfort of an animal which can be based on a particular body reference region. For example, Andersen et al. (2008) determine that pigs' ear temperature relates to their thermal comfort and behaviour. An infrared vision system can potentially be used to determine the required thermal level for input into the environmental control system in a similar manner to what was demonstrated previously by Shao and Xin (2008) and Wouters et al. (1990) . The difference would be that the control would be based using the actual temperatures of the individual animals not on their spatial characteristics.
Potentially, the same system could also be used to monitor the animal's health (through variations in temperature) and its relationship to its behaviour, as IR imaging has been used for the detection of disease and flu symptoms (Gariepy et al., 1989; Rainwater-Lovett et al., 2009; Schaefer et al., 2007; Stewart et al., 2007; Banhazi et al., 2009a) . This would also immensely improve traceability. Ng and Acharya (2009) give an account of how IR was used during the 2003 SARS out break to identify people who might have been carrying the H5N1 virus. The same concept can potentially be undertaken at piggeries to identify an outbreak or localise animals or groups of animals with flu or disease like symptoms based on their temperature profile.
Temperature may also be related to types of behaviour. For example, fighting animals may have increased temperatures. Monitoring temperature could help with the identification of fighting behaviour (Pedersen et al., 1998) .
Temperature has also shown a correlation to the level of pen fouling as pigs may choose to lay on surfaces that are zoned for excreting to satisfy their thermal comfort (Aarnink et al., 2006) . In addition, inflammation around wounds may also be able to be identified from heat characteristics giving some indication of fighting, tail biting or injury to the hoofs (FLIR, 2010) . Another advantage of using IR is that segmentation of the animal from the resulting images is relatively straight forward if the surrounding temperature is not similar to animal temperature. This segmentation benefit could also be used to document when and where the animal excretes within its enclosure. Despite these benefits, the major problem with IR video cameras is that their expense which limits their application on farms. However, in future as they become cheaper and operate at higher resolutions, they will be the preferred choice for most applications (Banhazi et al., 2009a) .
CONCLUSION
An animal welfare is the primary reason for its behaviour to be monitored. Hence, the main focus is to identify behaviours that lead up to the event that causes an animal's welfare to be compromised. In particular, the behaviours which may result in long-term adverse effects need to be targeted. To achieve this, first tools to assess animal welfare are required (Smulders et al., 2006) . Machine vision systems are able to facilitate this assessment and overcome problems related the level of individual animal attention, labour and welfare assessment. It is possible for a machine vision system to recognise the critical points in an observed behavioural sequence that indicates welfare problem. At one end of the scale the basic motion derived behaviours such as freezing (no-motion) and an animal's movements relative to its environment can be tracked using relatively straight forward techniques. At the other end of the scale are complex behaviours which require more demanding reconstruction, validation and adaptation of models to document behaviour in detail.
Numerous experiments in psychology and pharmacology, involving visual observation of the interaction between humans and machines, and animals and objects were found in the literature.
It was found that using vision systems to automatically track or monitor moving objects, such as laboratory animals in research projects, is becoming more common. The majority of commercially available behaviour recognition systems, analysed behaviours that occurred in relation to an animal's spatial position within its enclosure over time. In general, these systems were designed for laboratorytype experiments. Given the small size of the animals, the variables associated with the construction and control of the experimental enclosure could be managed with relative ease. For example, structured lighting could be applied to simplify image processing techniques. However, application of this technology to monitor the health, welfare or production of commercial livestock on farms is a relatively new concept. No commercially available behaviour monitoring system was found that recognised complex behaviours in humans besides a facial recognition system by Noldus (2010) which could identify several facial expressions of humans. However, some research papers did demonstrate the ability to reconstruct relatively complex body movements from images and then recognise them. Behaviour recognition systems in commercial farm environments require more complex controls and sophisticated algorithms to be useful, as they need to assess large animals, large groups of animals and operate in dirty and often corrosive environments with non-uniform lighting. For these reasons, a number of authors experienced difficulties implementing behaviour recognition systems in commercial farms. Systems which can identify complex behaviours in and between animals are not currently commercially available. Given the techniques used, the performance of the commercial systems reviewed would be questionable if applied outside the laboratory environment. Therefore, further development is required to realize the full potential of vision-based techniques in monitoring and recognising the complex behaviour of livestock in commercial farm environments.
